UNLIMITED
POSSIBLITIES
Our 2018 Professional Airmen’s Conference theme provides you the opportunity to grab the next rung in AFSA’s
growth and success and be an active participant in the
overall process. We are blessed with a wealth of enlisted
talent and energy — those members willing to take the
next step and make a difference. Look no further than the
Professional Development speakers and the award winners at the 2018 PAC.
The speaker’s message during the Professional
Development sessions was about you becoming the very
best Airman you can be. Inspirational speakers starting
with CSM John Wayne Troxell, CMSAF Kaleth Wright,
Dr. McCaully and “Mindfulness,” and retired CSM Patrick Alston are examples of individuals who I know lifted
up the delegate’s spirits and charged or recharged their
AFSA and leadership batteries. Our 2017 “Excellence
in Military Leadership” recipient, Air Force Chief of Staff
General David L. Goldfein, provided a great overview of
our Air Force and its future. He, along with his wingman, CMSAF Wright, are stellar examples of taking care
of Airmen and seeing them working together solidifies
that we have a great leadership team guiding our Air
Force. Finally, AFSA’s Americanism Award recipients are
two outstanding enlisted leaders; both of whom are very
familiar to AFSA members. CMSAF #5, Robert D. Gaylor
and CMSAF #6, James M. McCoy are premier examples
of enlisted leadership and are an inspiration to us all.
Congratulations to you both for all you do for our Air
Force and AFSA.

I’d like to say a very special thank you to Past President Jeff Ledoux and his wife Pam for all they have
done for AFSA. Jeff’s tireless dedication, devotion, and
dynamic leadership have helped guide and strengthen
AFSA for the future. I’d like to add a very heartfelt and
special thank you to Pam for sharing your husband with
us. Your commitment and dedication allowed your husband to execute his vision for AFSA’s future and you
have our heartfelt thanks and admiration.
The delegates approved two bylaw changes. First,
they approved the change that allows enlisted and officer personnel from all five services to enjoy full active
membership within AFSA. This bylaw change recognizes
their service and sacrifice and we are offering them an
“opportunity” to join our association, but only if they so
choose to join. Regardless, we are and will remain the
Air Force Sergeants Association. We are not going to
change our name, mission, vision or focus. The second
bylaw change formalized a Trustee for Family Matters
as an elected leadership position within AFSA. Ms. Patti
Dalzell has been appointed to fill this position and the
position will be open for election at the 2019 PAC in
San Antonio.
I have initiated, with Executive Council approval, a
Strategic Review Task Force comprised of numerous
AFSA members and subject matter experts. Their mission is to examine our various business practices, identify
issues, and make recommendations to improve how we
do business. Our first two efforts will be membership
and communications (to include social media). This Task
Force is focused on our long-term vision; ensuring the
AFSA is the 21st century National Military Association of
choice. By streamlining and updating processes, current and potential members can one-stop-shop using
their devices and/or our website. For example, the new
EZ Renew tab on the website is designed to make the
renewal process easier.
On a personal note, my thanks to you for the opportunity to serve as your President. I extend to you my
promise of transparency so you will know what we are
doing to make our association better for the future. May
you and your family have a wonderful Thanksgiving and
most joyous Christmas season. “AFSA UP.”
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CMSAF Wright said it best... “I would venture to say that this is the
premier professional development opportunity in our Air Force for
any enlisted Airman,”... continue to attend events like the (AFSA
PAC) and continue to make yourself a better Airman.”

PROFESSIONAL
AIRMEN’S
CONFERENCE – This year’s PAC
was simply in two words “AFSA-olutely
tremendous.” Delegates arrived with
great anticipation of an event-filled
week and they were not disappointed.
The theme, “Unlimited Possibilities,” is
the theme for our future. This means we Michael R. Carton
are open to new and innovative ideas
and concepts to make our association the “Premier National
Military Association of choice for 21st century Airmen.”

22 www.hqafsa.org

Another fact that fortified the theme was the overwhelming
number of young Airmen and NCOs in attendance. For the
first time that I can remember, our legacy members were not
a majority of the delegates in attendance. This bodes well for
our future. Now, we the legacy members, have a duty and
responsibility to reach out to mentor and guide this next
generation of AFSA members so they can evolve into our
new leaders.
STRATEGIC REVIEW – Speaking of evolving, AFSA
is starting this new chapter through a comprehensive association-wide Strategic Review. Multiple teams of AFSA

members and subject matter experts will review, analyze
and make recommendations to
improve our processes and daily
practices so we appeal to Airmen across our entire Air Force,
active duty, Guard, and Reserve
forces. We are going to start with
two areas of greatest importance
and potential impact for AFSA.
They are membership and social
media; two areas which are critical to our ability to attract and
retain members.
MEMBERSHIP – AFSA
relies on each of you and your
chapters to develop, implement,
AFSA Division 7 members join International President Jeff Ledoux in celebration at PAC18.
and execute a plan to grow and
#weareAFSA
sustain your chapter, and in
turn, AFSA. Your International
Membership Committee is working to ensure we have
one-stop-shopping experience for Airmen interested in
responsive programs which meet our Airmen’s and their
AFSA or those just looking for information about us. For
family’s needs. We need your chapter to be more aggresexample, the EZ Renew tab on the website has streamlined
sive in working membership in order to help the association
the renewal process. Next, we are looking for teams of talremain strong. The team is creating a series of membership
ented AFSA members to develop an AFSA app for your
initiatives to help us achieve our 2018 recruiting goals. Your
various devices. The winning team will receive a free regischapter leadership and membership committee should
tration and hotel accommodations at the 2019 PAC in San
work together with the executive director and AFSA HQ
Antonio, Texas. Those interested in the APP development
to develop specific membership campaigns and initiatives
or other upcoming communications efforts are asked to first
to support your special events. As you may know, today’s
contact the AFSAHQ Executive Director to discuss paramAirmen get their information from some form of Social
eters and the focus of the project. This is your chance to help
Media and that is our second focus area.
AFSA, have some fun, improve communications, and help
SOCIAL MEDIA – This is a very difficult area to tackle,
AFSA reach out to our young Airmen and NCOs.
but we have some ideas that will allow AFSA to create a
CHAPTER COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT –
Reaching out and communicating with chapters is vital to
our future success. As such, chapter presidents will be receiving more direct communications in the future, text, voice,
social media and the web. It is imperative we ensure important information is disseminated to the lowest levels possible.
To accomplish this, I intend to communicate directly with
chapter leadership while including your division leadership
so they also know what is being distributed. You, as AFSA’s
leaders, have a responsibility to be informed of everything
impacting your chapter and members. This is a two-way
street and you must pass information upward and pass the
information laterally to your members.
REPORTS – Report time is fast approaching so please
be diligent and complete and forward your reports as soon as
possible. Also, we are approaching the annual election and
end of year. Please be sure to complete your Directory of OffiThe Command Chiefs join in the selfie fun before the panel
cers, budget, and other reports by the established deadline.
discussion and Q & A.
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AFSA Chapter 161 was on the verge of being
disbanded less than two years ago, now they are
stronger than ever and were selected to receive the
Humanitarian Service Award for 2017.

CMSAF Wright and TSgt Bogert.
BTW: TSgt Bogert dreams of
working in the office of the CMSAF.

TSgt Autumn Bogert, AFSA Paul Revere Chapter 161,
Hanscom AFB, MA

Attending the 2018 Professional Airman’s Conference was
an incredible experience for me. It was my first time attending and there was nothing like it! Not only hearing from, but
being in the same room and enjoying the same company as
our Air Force and Joint Force Leaders, was incredible. Being
able to share a snippet of my story, my personal struggles

“Sergeant Major, just how excited
are you that Marines can now be
AFSA members, too?” Semper Fi!

with medical issues and have valuable conversations with the
highest enlisted leader within the DoD, knowing my words
will actually make a difference in bringing about change in
our healthcare. The support I received from my comrades
after sharing the challenges of 10.5 years in a physically
demanding career, the understanding you can’t get anywhere
else. Leaving the conference as a rejuvenated and revitalized
professional, ready and lethal.

David I. McCoy, SMSgt (Ret), USAF — President, AFSA
Kittyhawk Chapter 751, Wright Patterson AFB, OH

Going to the Professional Airmen’s Conference (PAC) is
something I look forward to every year. Not only does it
re-Blue me but it rejuvenates and re-energizes me as well.
It provides us the opportunity to catch up with long-time
friends and to make new ones too. My wife and I truly enjoy
finding out what has been going on in their lives. If the military is a tight community, and the Air Force even more so,
then the PAC is a homecoming on steroids!
This is a homecoming where you know that you are going
to hear amazing things about amazing people. It is not like
going back home and wondering why little has changed or
what has changed is more about the surroundings than those
you left behind. This is about sharing an experience with
YOUR community, while learning and growing at the same
time. It is a dose of resiliency, in whatever form that may
come for you. And, it comes at a time when many need it and
have come to expect just that. The PAC isn’t just an event. It
is Air Force culture at its best!

CMSAF#14 Gerald & Mrs. Murray and Mr. & Mrs. David McCoy
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SMSgt Shari Owoh – AFSA
Chapter 1320, Travis AFB, CA

Travis AFB AFSA Chapter 1320
representing at this year’s PAC,
where all of our members (E-2
thru E-9) were able to network
and learn from our Senior Leaders the importance of being an
AFSA member. This experience
will forever impact our team and
help build our chapter’s numbers
in 2019.

“It was great to meet
AFRC Chief Kelly
at the AFSA-PAC18.
She is an amazing
Command Chief
who is making a
difference.”


SMgt Christian Krug,
Chapter 858,
Minneapolis, MN,
Chapter President

MSgt Stephanie Therrien – Chapter 1201, Kirtland AFB

MSgt Therrien, uber mentor Michael Byrd and SMSgt
Erik Robbins from Travis AFB

For the past week I’ve been participating in the AFSA Professional Airmen’s Conference and I really cannot explain just how
amazing it was.
I reconnected with people I hadn’t seen in 18 years, and
another I hadn’t seen in 10. I connected with LEADERS, and
I’m not just talking about the former CMSAFs. (I did that too!)
I’m talking about fellow SNCOs who want to do incredible
things just like I do. And I was able to see this event through
some young and UNBELIEVABLE Airmen. It’s so inspiring
and SO motivating.
If you aren’t attending this, let me know, and I can tell you
how to get there next year!
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AFSA NCO OF THE YEAR
MSgt Ruben J. Zamora

Technical Sergeant Ruben J. Zamora is the Section Chief of Cargo Movement,
319th Logistics Readiness Squadron, Grand Forks AB, ND. TSgt Zamora is
responsible for the movement of all inbound and outbound cargo.
TSgt Zamora is a dedicated AFSA Member as Vice President and recently
being selected to fill the President position. He has received his bachelor’s
degree in Logistics and Transportation Management as well as a Professional
Managers Certificate. He is currently working on his master’s degree through
Columbia Southern University and has been selected for promotion to the
rank of MSgt and recently welcomed his second daughter Genevieve in July of
2017. MSgt Zamora received a 2-year Scholarship from AFSA Mission Partner Columbia Southern University.

LEADERSHIP AND JOB PERFORMANCE IN PRIMARY DUTIES:

• Led 13 military and civilians across 5 work centers; provided expert logistics
management and leadership — recognized as Squads Lance P. Sijan USAF
Leadership Award nominee
• Steered 841 PPTY inspections; drove 96% QC rate/beat DoD standards by
46% — flawless support for 2.1K TFI Airmen across the installation
• Guided Hurricane Maria response; led 20 personnel management 9
pieces/73 tons of equipment — relief delivered to Puerto Rico in 12 hours
• Served as 1st Sergeant for 75 days; advised CC on 2 DDRPs/2 NJPs/emergency leave — ensured msn ready force of 180 Squad Airmen
• Led 4-mbr PPTY team; oversaw 12 DV & 299 PPM moves — slashed 5-day
standard by 50%/$656K returned to DoD personnel
• Piloted innovative education program; drafted FAQ sheet/expedited PPM payments in 3 weeks — adopted across multi-MAJCOMs
• Revamped base’s TPS entry process; coordinated/certified contractor access
w/ SFS — expedited 76 arrivals & saved $91K
• Spearheaded the 1st-ever Wingman’s/CC’s spouse tour; coordinated
14 briefs across 7 sections — set new leadership-immersion benchmark
• Managed $83K CBA account; authorized 188 transactions/reconciled w/in
48 hours vs. month standard — recovered $152K/year
• Wing Inspection Team member; evaluated 8 shops across Wing/tenant
units — Identified 7 deficiencies/provided ‘best practice’ insight
• Rebooted file storage program; corrected 2K files/purged 10K junk docs —
eliminated 67 man-hors/year f/ 2 units/3 positions
• Penned 6x AFI-required local SOPs; merged team talents across FSS — cut
PCS process by 50% f/ TFI personnel in 2x Wings
• Led PAX travel team program; validated 137 DTS requirements for 95 PCSs
and deployments — met 48-hr requirement/100% military air usage standard
• Organized CPI training; teamed w/ SMEs/enabled 13 Green Belt certs —
75 bottlenecks removed & improved 60% of Squad programs
• Embraced TFI initiative; shared PCS/PPM lessons learned w/ ND ANG —
6 personnel training/expedited 45 docs/$60K saved
• Supported RQ-4 en-route TDYs/PCSs; coordinate with 2x Wings & AFPC —
seamless trans/grad for GF’s 1st-enlisted pilots
• Directed trans f/ 27 TPS items; 100% positive inventory/generated 25
sorties — safely delivered $3M in msn critical assets
• Sync’d customer services hours; expedited relocation process/partnered
with CPTS — eased access for TFI partners/retirees
• Reviewed inbound-cargo reject program; Identified limfacs/resolved
141 deficiencies — efforts slashed 148 man-hours f/ 2 work centers
• Steered 45 HHG re-weighs; Identified/validated 10 errors/corrected DPS
accts — averted $25K in potential excess costs to member
• Expedited RQ-4 shipments; prepped 92 items/31Klbs in 30 mins/slashed
12-hr AF study 96% — enabled 104 combat sorties

NOMINATION ACCOMPLISHMENTS
INCLUDED:

MSgt Zamora accepts his award from CMSAF
Kaleth O. Wright and AFSA International
President Jeff Ledoux.

SIGNIFICANT SELF-IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS:

• Crushed AMC’s LRM course; 1 of 6 certified instructors on base/enhanced
stewardship — readied 27 warfighters/met 100% standard
• Earned 6 credits towards MBA; balanced 9 PDSs/civilian management
program; garnered innovative techniques...awarded CCAF PMC
• Completed 40-hr/2-block HAZMAT course; exploited vital tech training/eased
process time — unit declaration errors down 85%
• Aced 70-hr DAU course; hand selected as COR/provided QA for $1.5M PPTY
contract — upheld integrity of DoD partnership
• Represented GF TMO at ‘17 PPTY/NDTA conference — 27 topics/vital AFSC
insight/briefed 14 person critical system update
• Board member for squad/group/wing awards; reviewed 14 top performers/
enhanced writing acumen — shared lessons learned w/ 4 Airman

BASE AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT NON-AFSA RELATED:

• Base Top-3 Mentorship Committee lead; guided 8 courses, 16 topics &
8 instructors — deliberately developed 210 Airmen across 2x Wings
• AF Ball Committee lead; led 36 members — raised $16K & cut ticket cost
42%; successful event for 450 personnel and Wing/CC coined
• Unit Booster Club Pres; inspired 180 personal/oversaw 12 community event
projects — raised $3.6K f/ unit morale events
• Organized Lunch & Learn program; guided discussions w/ 27 Airmen &
6 SNCOs — opened communications channels across generations
• Developed 13 Squad Airmen; inspired 21 credit hours/9 CLEPS/7 PDSs —
Airmen earned CCAF/scholarship/1st Sgt award/2 awarded BTZ
• Facilitated DSD Crosstalk Panel; coordinated SME panel/highlighted program
pros — 9 members vectored...2 selected for special duty

AFSA INVOLVEMENT BASE AND COMMUNITY:

• Chapter VP; led 332 members, inspired 75 volunteers across 12 events/
raised $6K — cinched Division 3 Small Chapter/Year ‘17
• Guided ‘Flock-a-Friend’ event; 48 spots decorated & $750 raised —
cemented AFSA as ‘household name’ on GFAFB
• Oversaw 4-day Music Fest; led 30-mbr team/raised $750 — event enjoyed
by 3K+/promoted AFSA/raised awareness
• Hosted Chapter Quarterly Social; rallied 38 family members/educated local
vets on AFS —; built cohesive team of AFSA reps
• Led Relay For Life event; organized 90 personnel/upheld 12-hr event —
raised $120K for cancer research/positive AFSA image
• Organized Plate Lunch event; led 11 POCs/cooks & gave GF a ‘Taste of
Mexico’ — raised $1.7K and sent 4 members to Div Conference
• Model AFSA ldr; built FTAC/ALS/provided org partnerships — Chapter #3 in
recruits & #4 in retainment out of 14 in Div for 2017
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AMERICANISM AWARD

Chief Master Sergeant of the Air Force #5 Robert D. Gaylor AND
Chief Master Sergeant of the Air Force #6 James M. McCoy
CMSAF Robert D. Gaylor set a goal as the senior enlisted Airman to feel
the pulse of the enlisted force and serve as a conduit of information. He
addressed Airmen’s low morale, the weak military public image, educated
the force on the hazards of substance abuse and continued to raise confidence and shift attitudes within the force. Additionally, Gaylor is credited
with securing a policy allowing E-4s to transport their families at government expense during permanent change of station moves — a solid step
to preserving quality of life. He believes one of the most important roles
a former Chief Master Sergeant of the Air Force can play is that of a link
between the USAF of the past and the one of today.
CMSAF James M. McCoy took office during a time when the public was
still questioning the military involvement in Vietnam, and the Air Force was
experiencing the lowest recruiting year ever. McCoy worked with recruiters
to get the right people in the Air Force and sought to improve the military
education system from basic training to the NCO level. He also instituted
the Stripes for Exceptional Performers Program to give incentive and an
alternate promotion option. In addition to visiting Airmen, he placed great
value in being involved with the Pentagon staff. McCoy expanded the list of
boards and conferences where he believed the CMSAF should have a role.
It is an honor to present the nomination of CMSAF #5 Robert D. Gaylor
and CMSAF #6 James M. McCoy for their lifelong contributions to the
Enlisted Corps for the award of the 2017 AFSA Americanism Award.

We are deeply honored to present the
Americanism award to CMSAF#5 Robert Gaylor.
Presented by CMSAF Kaleth O. Wright and
AFSA International President Jeff Ledoux.

CMSAF Kaleth O. Wright presents CMSAF#6
James McCoy with the Americanism
award at the Former CMSAF Summit in
Omaha, Nebraska.

AFSA TOP PERFORMERS
AFSA Chapter of the Year - Over 500
Division 3: Chapter 985,
Tinker AFB, OK
AFSA Chapter of the Year - Under
500
Division 3: Chapter 964,
Grand Forks AFB, ND
AFSA CMSgt Richard L. Etchberger
Communication (Chapter)
Division 4: Chapter 1075,
Randolph AFB, TX
AFSA CMSgt Richard L. Etchberger
Communication (Division)
Division 6: Aurora, CO

AFSA Veteran Administration
Volunteer Service (VAVS)
Division 3: CMSgt (ret) Hershell
Sourlock, Chapter 804,
Kansas City, MO
AFSA Humanitarian Service
Division 1: Chapter 161,
Hanscom AFB, MA
AFSA International Legislative
Award (Chapter)
Division 3: Chapter 985,
Tinker AFB, OK

AFSA Volunteer Service (VSA)
(Chapter)
Division 3: Chapter 804,
Kansas City, MO
AFSA Volunteer Service (VSA)
(Individual)
Division 1: MSgt NaTosha M.
Nordquist, Chapter 161,
Hanscom AFB, MA
International Membership
Achievement Award
Division 6: MSgt Christopher D. Dodd,
Div 6, Ch 1260, Luke AFB, AZ

AFSA International Legislative
Award (Individual)
Division 4: MSgt (ret) Johnny C. Byrd,
Chapter 615, Barksdale AFB, LA
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